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PRELIMINARY AND INCOMPLETE - PLEASE DO NOT QUOTE_ 
Abstract 
We investigate price and quality di_erences between holiday packages to Mediterranean  
destinations. We examine the extent to which the star ratings and other information  
supplied by the tourist operator convey quality and whether o_cial tourist  
agencies systematically misrepresent the quality of their tourist accommodations. We  
_nd that although di_erences in facilities can explain a substantial part of price variation,  
information supplied by tour operators in brochures conveys additional quality  
content. This information consists of the agents' own star rating, description of facilities  
included in the package and the satisfaction ratings of past visitors. We also  
_nd that the agent's rating is a more accurate descriptor of quality than the o_cial  
rating and that some countries systematically under- or over-rate their hotels. Finally, 
we discuss di_erent explanations for the observed variation in quality levels across  
countries. 
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1 Introduction 
Tourism is one of the largest and fastest growing global industries and it has tremendous 
potential for further growth. More people worldwide are employed in tourism than in any  
other industry. For many small countries tourism is the main source of national income and  
the driving force behind the economy. Yet, mainstream economics has paid little attention 
to it. Industrial organization economists have devoted only a small part of their attention  
to service industries and most of that is directed towards _nancial services. International  
trade economists have also paid scant attention to trade in services, of which tourism is an  
important component. 
In this paper we aim to shed some light on the nature of competition in the global tourism  
industry. Our analysis uses data on the prices and characteristics of vacation packages from 
the United Kingdom to various Mediterranean holiday destinations. Our _rst objective is to 
evaluate the role of tour operators in disseminating information about competing tourist 
destinations. 
Tour operators sell holiday packages that typically include transportation, lodging 
and some meals. Excursions and tours are sometimes included, although usually they are 
optional. 
Operators provide consumers with information about the facilities available at their  
destination of choice and the surrounding locality. In addition, many tour operators provide  
their own ratings of hotel accommodations which are usually based on objective criteria as  
well as information provided by past customers. In principle these ratings should reect 
quality better than those provided by national rating agencies, which are not comparable  
across countries. Our data show that holiday prices do indeed correspond quite closely to  
quality ratings provided by tour operators and less closely to national ra tings. We interpret 


